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Disclaimer

All statements other than statements of historical fact are, or may be deemed to be, forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements (including those depicted in graphical form) are statements of future expectations that are based on JBC Energy’s current expectations and assumptions and involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results, performance or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied in these statements. Forward-looking statements include, among other things statements expressing JBC Energy’s expectations, beliefs, estimates, forecasts, projections and assumptions. These forward-looking statements are identified by their use of terms and phrases such as “anticipate”, “believe”, “could”, “estimate”, “expect”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “objectives”, “outlook”, “probably”, “project”, “will”, “forecast”, “predict”, “think”, “seek”, “target”, “risks”, “goals”, “should” and similar terms and phrases. All forward-looking statements contained in this speech/presentation are expressly qualified in their entirety by the cautionary statements contained or referred to in this section. Readers/audience should not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. Each forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date of this presentation. Neither JBC Energy nor any of its subsidiaries undertake any obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statement as a result of new information, future events or other information. In light of these risks, results could differ materially from those stated, implied or inferred from the forward-looking statements contained in this speech/presentation. Any persons acting on information contained in this presentation does so solely at their own risk.

JBC Energy is not responsible for the accuracy of data collected from external sources and will not be held liable for any errors or omissions in facts or analysis contained in this presentation. JBC’s third party sources provide data to JBC on an “as-is” basis and accept no responsibility and disclaim any liability relating to reliance on or use of their data by any party. Furthermore, JBC’s third party sources do not represent or warrant that their data as cited herein is accurate, up to date or fit for the end user’s purposes. Data sourced as SuDeP (JBC’s in-house Supply-Demand-Price forecasting model) or JBC Derived Data may be partly based on EIA and various national statistical entities; JODI; the MODS, ADS or MGDS (http://data.iea.org) services developed by the IEA, © OECD/IEA 2019; OPEC; and other industry sources, but the resulting work has been prepared by JBC Energy and does not necessarily reflect the views of the original data providers. To the extent that JBC Energy comments or opines on data obtained from third party sources, these comments or opinions shall be understood as JBC Energy’s own comments or opinions unless a third party is quoted as their source.
Products & Services

Analytics
18 Market Publications ● Global Focus ● Daily, Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly ● Monthly Data Service
www.jbcenergy.com/analytics

Modelling
In-House Supply, Demand, Pricing (SuDeP) Model ● Data by Product, Country, Region & Sector ● Bottom Up Approach
www.jbcenergy.com/modelling

Studies
Client Initiated ● Expert Led ● Fundamental Driven ● Commercially Focused
www.jbcenergy.com/studies

JBC Energy Online
Insights ● Full Searchable Service Archive ● Webcasts ● Single User Access
online.jbcenergy.com

Energy Consulting
Audits ● Benchmarking ● Optimization Pricing ● Processes ● RM ● Strategy
www.jbcasia.com/consulting

Events
JBC Energy Matters Seminar ● City Briefings ● Public Courses & Single Client Options
www.jbcenergy.com/seminar

Training Services
Oil & NG Market Fundamentals ● Pricing & RM ● Oil Trading
www.jbcasia.com/training
Agenda

• Impact of attacks on Saudi Arabia
• Explaining the muted price reaction
  – Swift output recovery
  – US Shale Changes Everything
  – Demand/Economy Under Pressure
  – Stock Coverage at Unprecedented Levels
Prices spiked right after the attack on Abqaiq and Khurais, also driven by some kind of panic sentiment, but corrected very fast. What has been deemed for years as worst-case scenario is currently only a minor concern.
Compared to similar incidents a number of years ago, the forward curve was little changed and also corrected timely.
Impact of Attacks on Saudi Arabia

We are looking at a m-o-m downtick of 1 million b/d, in market already starved of OPEC crude.
Impact of Attacks on Saudi Arabia

Already before the attacks on Saudi oil infrastructure, we accounted for outages of some 4 million b/d outside of deliberate OPEC+ cuts. All this has not really helped prices to rise on a consistent basis. Why is this?
Generally we see the US shale sector transforming the industry, a process that is far from over and includes not only crude oil but also NGLs and natural gas. The next 12 months will be marked by fresh US infrastructure additions, spreading supplies and price pressure globally.

Source: EIA STEO (historical data, crude & condensate, natural gas forecast), JBC calculations based on EIA Petroleum Supply Weekly (Scenario), JBC Energy forecast and assumptions (NGLs base case forecast, scenario)

Difference: 4 million b/d on quarterly average

+ 10 million boe/d in less than 3 years?
Shale production growth is set to slow down 2021 as we see an equilibrium between the output of new well additions and declines. Even a relatively small and short-lived price spike may unlock 300,000 b/d of US shale oil over a 6-18-month time horizon (or more than 100 million barrels of oil.)
Shale production is skyrocketing and recent pipeline and export infrastructure additions now provide direct international market access to the various hydrocarbons.
US Shale Changes Everything

Shale saw the global supply picture changing drastically over recent years, also adding large volumes of non-crude liquids. This in turn changing demand by growing shares of NGLs and biofuels.

**World: Total Liquids Supply Cumulative Change Y-o-Y [million b/d]**

Compared to Jan-17 some 6 million b/d of light barrels were added, while 3 million b/d of medium & heavy crude supply was lost

Source: JBC Derived Data
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US Shale Changes Everything

A look at the last two decades shows how strongly US shale has affected demand growth. 1) US shale was nearly growing fast enough to meet all marginal demand over 2012-19. 2) resulting price pressure has boosted gasoline and jet fuel consumption. Cheap NGLs caused LPG and ethane demand growth to double.
Demand/Economy Under Pressure

World: Y-o-y Change in Oil Demand (3-Month Moving Average) [million b/d]

Based on observed monthly statistics, as available. Missing data estimated, extrapolated, or derived from annual assessments. All data from September 2019 onwards is estimated.

Furthermore, recent indications point to extremely weak demand dynamics, including key transportation fuels. In this environment, upside to prices is limited.
Another reason for the muted price reaction are the well filled global crude inventories. A substantial part are SPRs, which could be released during an outage.
Stock Coverage at Unprecedented Levels

Selected Countries: Crude Forward Import Cover [days]

Forward cover for a given month is calculated as observed stock level divided by the 3-month forward import average. Data from July 2017 onwards are JBC Energy Estimates.

Source: JBC Derived Data and calculations

Stocks (strategic and commercial) in the main crude importers grew over the past years to over 115 days of forward import cover, showing a substantially different picture than in 2011.
Stock Coverage at Unprecedented Levels

Also the forward demand cover for crude remains high, despite nine months of OPEC supply cuts and a tight Q3 balance. Total product stocks show a slightly more bullish picture, mainly due to low intake.

Forward cover for a given month is calculated as the observed stock level divided by the 3-month forward demand average.

The stocks forecast is based on the 5YMA of the stock change and the deviation of the balance vs its 5YMA. For the balance difference we take the 3MMA of the current month and the two months prior. For naphtha and fuel oil, the 3YMA and the 2YMA of the balances are taken as a baseline instead.
Apart from last quarter, the total liquids balance has been long since early 2018 and is expected to remain long moving forwards.
Stock Coverage at Unprecedented Levels

As such, OPEC cuts remain necessary to balance the market.

Source: JBC Derived Data
Key Messages

• Actual outage less and shorter than initially expected

• Prices did not react stronger because of
  – Shale (and other liquids)
  – Lower end-user demand
  – Well filled inventories
Key Messages

• What about the geopolitical risk premium?
  – Attacks on Saudi infrastructure has always been worst-case scenario
  – Increased risk of war in Middle East?

• The “new age of oil markets” has begun with the shale revolution.
  – Past: long-term upstream projects (3-10 years lead time) did not react on short-term price distortions
  – Present: in theory a single day of spiking prices could be used to hedge next years’ output

→ Political Risk Premium is difficult to maintain
→ OPEC cuts remain necessary to balance the market.
Thank you!
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